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A. Statutory Subordination
B. Structural Subordination
C. Contractual Subordination
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Payment Subordination
Lien Subordination
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

1. Types of Subordination
Why subordinate?
– Different appetites for risk and return
– Efficiently tapping credit markets
– Stretch and rescue financing

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
A.
B.
C.
D.
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“All Assets” first-lien / second-lien
“Crossover” or “split collateral” lien subordination
Payment subordination – “senior/mezz”
Unitranche “Agreement Among Lenders”
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2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
A. “All Assets” first-lien / second-lien
Second Lien Loan Volume
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
A. “All Assets” first-lien / second-lien
–
–
–

Two separate credit facilities, each secured by a lien on (substantially)
the same pool of collateral (the “shared collateral”)
One credit facility has a first-priority lien on the shared collateral, and
the other has a second-priority lien
An Intercreditor Agreement establishes the lien priority contractually
(i.e., overriding the statutory priority), and also establishes certain
other rights and obligations of the first-lien lenders to the second-lien
lenders

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
B. “Crossover” or “split collateral” lien subordination
–
–

Two separate credit facilities, each secured by a lien on (substantially)
the same pool of collateral (the “shared collateral”)
One credit facility has a first-priority lien on one portion of the shared
collateral and a second-priority lien on the other; the other credit
facility has a second-priority lien on the former portion and a firstpriority lien on the latter

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
B. “Crossover” or “split collateral” lien subordination
–

Crossover deals require thoughtful attention to interaction among
lenders
• Legal complexity (but somewhat standardized now)
• As a practical matter, control is often driven by asset quality

–

Hybrids can provide additional tiers to the capital stack
• First-lien/second-lien term loans, crossed with an ABL
• “Shadow” ABLs

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
C. Payment subordination – “senior/mezz”
–
–

–

Two separate credit facilities; one is typically secured by a customary
“all assets” lien, and the other is either structurally subordinated, or
contractually subordinated in right of payment.
Occasionally, the junior facility also has a junior lien, but its rights are
limited compared to the rights of a traditional second lien lender; the
defining feature, though, is that the junior facility is payment
subordinated.
A Subordination Agreement establishes the payment priority
contractually, and also establishes certain other rights and obligations
of the senior lenders to the junior lenders

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
C. Payment subordination – “senior/mezz”
–
–

Mezzanine debt and second lien debt are generally alternatives to one
another – it is unusual to see both in a single credit
Mezzanine debt, being payment subordinated, carries a higher yield
than second lien debt, but is also more available when tight credit
conditions make second lien debt more difficult to underwrite

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements
D. Unitranche “Agreement Among Lenders”
–
–
–

A single credit facility secured by a single lien on the collateral pool.
The relationship between senior and junior lenders – “first-out” and
“last-out” tranches – is handled in an Agreement Among Lenders
(AAL), which is often not shared with the borrower
The AAL comprises a nuanced set of trigger points and waterfalls that
divert cash flow to the lenders (both from borrower payments and
from enforcement proceeds) in different allocations based on preagreed triggers.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements - Considerations
First-lien / Second-lien

Split Collateral



Well-developed market precedent



Court-tested

Similar to first-lien / second-lien, but tends to advantage
first-lien lender against current assets in a downside case



Two facilities to market and administer



Need to coordinate covenants and amendments



Second-lien facility requires lower yield than
unsecured subordinated debt

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

2. Types of Intercreditor Arrangements - Considerations
Senior / Mezzanine

Unitranche



Well-developed market precedent





Court-tested




Simpler inter-creditor arrangements (especially if
mezz is structurally subordinated – no subordination
agreement required)




More flexibility on covenants (e.g. HY-style package)



Often allows for higher all-in leverage



Two facilities to market and administer



Need to coordinate covenants and amendments



Generally highest blended yield, mezz lender often
requires equity upside

Gibson Dunn

Single facility to market and administer – improved
certainty and speed of closing
Single set of covenants to comply with; single set of
lenders to approach for waivers
Less market precedent, less court precedent, less
consistency



AAL is often not transparent to borrower, and
opaque/unknown inter-lender dynamics can hamper
the borrower tactically



§ 510 bankruptcy recognition
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
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“Subordination”
Senior Debt Cap
Enforcement Standstill
Payment Standstill
Turnover
Bankruptcy Waivers
Consent to Amendment
Buyout
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
B. Senior Debt Cap
• First lien obligations usually mean all obligations under the first lien agreements up
to a specified cap amount
• Capped amount will include obligations in respect of principal and, if applicable, the
reimbursement of letters of credit, but may not include
‒ interest,
‒ fees, costs and expenses, and
‒ hedging obligations.
• Mechanics can be important:
‒ definitional limitation,
‒ covenant not to amend, and
‒ subordination of excess
Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
B. Senior Debt Cap
• N.B., definitions of “First Lien Obligations” typically include such obligations
whether or not the claim is allowed in bankruptcy.
– This market provision has the effect of improving the position of the first lien
creditor over its position if there had been no second lien creditor in its
transaction.
– In the absence of such a provision in an intercreditor agreement a disallowed
claim is never paid because it is not recognized in the distributions under a
chapter 11 plan or chapter 7 liquidation.
– In certain circumstances, this can result in a second lien creditor receiving less
in a bankruptcy than it would as an unsecured creditor.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
B. Senior Debt Cap

Value of
Collateral

Disallowed 1L
Claim

Allowed 1L
Claim

Aggregate
amount of
allowed
claims

Turnover of
2L Secured
Claim
recovery to
satisfy
disallowed
claim

Allowed 2L
Secured Claim

Value of
Unencumbered
Assets

Gibson Dunn

Allowed 2L
Def Claim
Allowed
General
Unsecured
Claims

Result:
From all creditors receiving 100% of
allowed claims
to
GUCs 100% of allowed Claim
2L 75% of allowed Claims
1L 115% of allowed Claim
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
C. Enforcement Standstill
• Typical first lien and second lien standstills prohibit the second lien creditor from
taking any secured creditor remedy for 180 days.
‒ This may be shorter or longer, depending on the market and other factors.
• The period usually runs from notice from the second lien creditor to the first lien
creditor following
‒ the occurrence of an event of default, and
‒ the acceleration of the second lien claims.
• The standstill allows the first lien creditor flexibility to negotiate exclusively with
the debtor the terms of a workout or coordinated entry into a bankruptcy proceeding.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
C. Enforcement Standstill
• A standstill’s main value to the first lien creditor is to prevent an out-of-the-money
second lien creditor from extracting value by threatening precipitous action.
‒ Consider how the possibility of threatening an involuntary may affect this
dynamic, e.g., Caesars involuntary case; action brought against second liens
for commencing involuntary case,
• A standstill’s main risk to the second lien creditor
‒ Allowing the first lien creditor time for inaction at the expense of a diminution
in value of the second lien creditor’s remaining interest in the collateral.
‒ An unsecured creditor would be able to force issues by accelerating and
reducing its claim to a judgment and enforcing the judgment.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
D. Payment Standstill
• Senior / mezzanine payment standstills prohibit the junior creditor from receiving
payments (whether made voluntarily or as a result of exercise of remedies) for 180
days.
‒ This may be shorter or longer, depending on the market and other factors.
• Different types of payments are subject to different tiers of restrictions.
‒ Prepayments are often prohibited outright, except as permitted by the junior
debt prepayment covenant
‒ Ordinary payments of scheduled interest, reasonable amendment/waiver fees,
etc. are permitted unless (x) there is a subsisting payment default under the
senior debt, or (y) there is a standstill period in effect after a covenant default
under the senior debt
‒ Some payments are permitted even during a blockage
Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
D. Payment Standstill
• The payment standstill is the crux of the payment subordination agreement: if the
senior lender is not getting paid when due, there should be no cash leakage to the
mezzanine lender.
‒ When it is only a covenant default, there is a limited duration for the mezzanine
debt’s payment blockage, with safeguards to prevent the senior lender from
seizing on successive foot-faults to extend the block indefinitely.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
E. Turnover / X-Clauses
• X-clauses are exceptions to the turnover provisions for payments received in liquidation for
“Permitted Junior Securities”.
• “Permitted Junior Securities” are usually defined as equity or debt securities that are
subordinated to any securities received by the senior creditor on the same terms as the original
subordination.
• This rule is not construed by the courts to be an exception to the payment subordination but a
rule of convenience to prevent the round-tripping of securities distributed to a junior creditor in
a restructuring. In re Envirodyne, Inc., 29 F.3d 301 (7th Cir. 1994), In re Dura Automotive Inc.,
379 B.R. 257 (Bankr. D. Del. 2007), and In re Metromedia Fiber Network, Inc., 416 F.3d 136
(2d Cir. 2005).
• The “Permitted Junior Securities” term is usually construed to apply to equity securities, even
though equity securities are structurally subordinated to debt. The general rule is no value to
the subordinated creditor except as an administrative convenience unless the terms of
subordination are absolutely clear on the point.
Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
E. Turnover / X-Clauses
• A typical first lien and second lien intercreditor agreement will provide protection for a first
lien creditor from a cramdown plan pursuant to section 1129(b) of the Bankruptcy Code.
• In a clause typically titled “Reorganization Securities” the intercreditor agreement will provide
that to the extent that the second lien creditor receives in connection with a plan of
reorganization receives a security that is secured and the first lien also receives a security that is
secured, the new securities will be lien subordinated on the same terms as under the
intercreditor agreement.
• The Reorganization Securities clause is not usually drafted as an exception to the payment
turnover.
‒ Instead, it addresses how a security secured by collateral distributed pursuant to 1129(b)
in derogation of the intercreditor might be addressed.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
E. Turnover / X-Clauses
A reorganization securities clause typically is not
drafted as an exception from payment turnover. No
exception for the distribution of even subordinated
equity in respect of a 2L secured claim.
Reorganization Securities Clause

In Re Envirodyne construes X-clauses as a rule of
convenience to address round-tripping of
securities in cases where there is turnover.
No X-Clause

Senior Lender
receives debt or
equity securities
equal to the face
amount of its
claims

Following
payment full of
Senior Lender
excess securities
returned to
junior lender.

X-Clause

Senior Lender
receives debt or
equity securities
equal to the face
amount of its
claims

Securities turned over to Senior
Lender
Junior Lender
receives equity or
debt securities (it
does not matter
whether they are
subordinated to
Gibson
Dunn
Senior
Lender’s
New Notes)

Junior Lender
receives equity or
debt securities
(that are
subordinated to
Senior Lender’s
New Notes)

Junior lender
retains securities
so long as they
are subordinated
to the securities
delivered to the
senior lender.
This applies
equally to equity
securities even
though by virtue
of their status as
equity they are
effectively junior
to debt securities
in a liquidation.

Frist Lien
Lender receives
debt securities
secured by a lien
on collateral

Second Lien
Lender receives
debt securities
secured by lien
on collateral
(which lien is
subordinated to
First Lien’s new
secured notes)
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
E. Turnover / X-Clauses
• Case study: Momentive Performance Holdings—junior lien creditors receive equity of
reorganized company, fee reimbursement, and backstop fee when senior lien creditor is not
paid in full in cash. Junior creditor also disputes amounts of claim.
• Holding: Distribution of equity, professional fee reimbursement and backstop fees to junior
lien creditors did not constitute “proceeds” of common collateral.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
E. Turnover / X-Clauses
• Takeaways:
‒ Lien subordination did not ensure that senior lien creditors received a full recovery, even though they
were fully secured.
‒ Lien subordination did not prevent junior lien creditors from receiving a substantial distribution of
value in respect of their claims, even though senior lien creditors were not paid in full in cash.
‒ Lien subordination did not prevent junior lien creditors from litigating with senior lien creditors vis-àvis their right to a make whole.
‒ Failure of clarity, often created by market pressure, on payment subordination in respect of
distributions on secured claims, regardless of the source or form of distribution.
‒ Preservation of rights of junior lien creditor to protect their interests as unsecured creditors can be
construed broadly to permit significant antagonistic activity against senior lien creditors.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
F. Bankruptcy Waivers
• Relief from the Automatic Stay
• § 363 and Plan Sales
• Debtor in Possession Financings and Use of Cash Collateral
– Caps
– Sub rosa Plans
– Junior Dip Financings
– Others

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
F. Bankruptcy Waivers
• Adequate Protections
• § 1111(b) Elections
• Post-petition Interest Accrual

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
G. Consent to Amendment
• Both senior and junior lenders want to be able to amend their own documents
without seeking the other’s consent; but also to have consent rights over certain
types of modifications to the other’s debt documents.
‒ Usually a rough symmetry prevails – either both sides get a list of veto rights,
or neither does.
‒ The borrower generally prefers no consent rights, giving it a free hand to
negotiate with either side.
‒ Restrictions on amendment can also be (and often are) handled inside the credit
documents, but addressing the issue in the intercreditor gives the lenders direct
recourse against each other.

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
G. Consent to Amendment
• Sensitive points:
‒ Increase in yield
‒ Shortening maturity / weighted average life
‒ Tightening junior debt’s covenants (except for conforming to tightening in the
senior debt paper)
‒ Increasing the amount of debt beyond the agreed cap
‒ Tightening covenants in a manner that interferes with the agreed debt service
on the other facility

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

3. Key Provisions and Dynamics
H. Buyout
• Why needed?
‒ Senior lender wants the quickest recovery that covers them in full; junior lender
might want a more thorough recovery process that covers them in full.
‒ The junior lender also wants protection against credit bidding by the senior
lender.
• Key issues:
‒ Triggering point
‒ Mechanics for junior lender coordination
‒ Buyout at par

Gibson Dunn
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Evaluating Key Intercreditor Arrangements

4. Recent Developments
• Momentive (In re MPM Silicones, LLC, Case No. 14-22503 (RDD) (Bankr.
S.D.N.Y. Sept. 30, 2014)
– Waiver of rights must be “clear beyond peradventure” citing In re Boston
Generating, LLC, 440 B.R. 302 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 2010).

• Radio Shack (Salus Capital Partners LLC v. Standard Wireless Inc. (In re
RadioShack Corp.), 550 B.R. 700, 703 (Bankr. D. Del. 2016)
– Without prohibitions in the AAL barring an amendment restructuring of an
ABL facility into tranches pushing a last out ABL lender out of the money is
permitted. The intercreditor agreement will be construed strictly according to
its terms.
– AALs will be enforced in bankruptcy as pertaining to the treatment of a
secured creditor.

Gibson Dunn
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4. Recent Developments
• EFH (In re Energy Future Holdings Corp., 546 B.R. 566 (Bank. D. Del.
2016)
– Plan distributions and adequate protection payments did not constitute
collateral or proceeds of collateral (following Momentive with respect to the
conclusion that stock in reorganized debtor is not collateral).

Gibson Dunn
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J. Eric Wise
200 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10166-0193
Tel: +1 212.351.2620
EWise@gibsondunn.com

J. Eric Wise is a partner in the New York office of Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher. He is a member of Gibson Dunn’s Global Finance and Business
Restructuring and Reorganization Practice Groups.
Mr. Wise advises agent banks in complex leveraged financings, including cross-border and multicurrency transactions, real estate financings, assetbased financings, leveraged acquisition financings and bank and bond/bridge and other financings, and represents lender and bondholder groups,
financial institutions, hedge funds, private equity funds and corporate debtors in complex restructuring and reorganization transactions. He has
extensive experience in complex special situations transactions, involving financial institutions, debtors and corporate issuers in second lien and
subordinated financings, mezzanine structures, debtor-in-possession financings, Chapter 11 exit financings, rights offerings, recapitalizations,
restructurings, work-outs, Chapter 11 cases, pre-packaged Chapter 11 cases and distressed debt purchases and sales.
Mr. Wise has experience in finance and restructuring transactions across industries, including healthcare, hospitality, real estate,
telecommunications, steel, automotive, chemical, energy, transportation, telecommunications, financial institutions, and paper and forest products
sectors. Mr. Wise is an expert in intercreditor relationships and complex debt structuring issues, and is frequently asked to advise in financial
transactions involving complex intercreditor and debt structuring issues.
Mr. Wise is the author of “Obtaining Adequate Protection: An Analysis Pertaining to Real Estate Projects,” published in the April 2013 (Vol. 22, No.
2) issue of the Norton Journal of Bankruptcy Law and Practice, “Restructuring Issues Concerning Real Estate Projects,” published in the March 10,
2011 issue of BNA’s Bankruptcy Law Reporter, “Reorganization Securities And Second-Lien Structures,” published by Law360 at www.law360.com
on November 9, 2010; “X Clauses: Meaning and Mutations,” published on November 8, 2010 by Bloomberg Law Reports—Bankruptcy Law,
“Tanking Bond Prices Spell Opportunity for Issuers,” The National Law Journal, Bankruptcy Law Section, February 16, 2009; “Second Lien Loans: A
Market Matures;” The Metropolitan Corporate Counsel, April 2007; “Covenants: A Brief Guide to Survival;” The Banking Law Journal, June 2007; and
“Crises in Auto Industry Raises Finance Issues;” The National Law Journal, Bankruptcy Law Section, July 11, 2005. Mr. Wise is also the author of “Is
Detroit Dead?,” City Journal, August 9, 2013.
Mr. Wise is a member of the bar of New York and is admitted to practice in the federal courts in the Southern District of New York.
Prior to joining Gibson Dunn, Mr. Wise practiced with Kramer Levin Naftalis & Frankel LLP and Weil, Gotshal & Manges LLP.
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Yair Y. Galil
200 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10166-0193
Tel: +1 212.351.2313
YGalil@gibsondunn.com

Yair Y. Galil is of counsel in the New York office of Gibson Dunn, where he is a member of Gibson Dunn’s Global Finance Practice Group.
Mr. Galil has represented a variety of clients – including sponsors, issuers, financial institutions and investment funds – in complex financing
transactions. The business contexts for these transactions have ranged from ordinary-course credit increases and refinancings to pivotal credit such
as acquisition financings and debtor-in-possession and bankruptcy exit financings, as well as special-circumstances transactions such as debt
buybacks and covenant relief amendments.
Mr. Galil earned his Juris Doctor in 2004 from Columbia Law School, where he was a James Kent Scholar and an Alexander Hamilton Fellow, and
served on the editorial board of the Columbia Business Law Review. He received his M.B.A. from Columbia Business School in 2004 and was elected
to Beta Gamma Sigma. Prior to commencing his graduate studies, Mr. Galil served from 1996 to 2000 in the Israeli Defense Forces, in which he
holds the rank of captain. Mr. Galil graduated from Columbia College as Salutatorian of the class of 1996, with a Bachelor of Arts degree, summa
cum laude in Economics and Political Science, and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa.
Mr. Galil is the author of “Lien Subordination and Intercreditor Agreements,” published in The Review of Banking & Financial Services, Vol. 25, No. 5,
May 2009, and of “Loan Covenant Checklist: Restricted Payments,” published by Practical Law Company in January 2015.
Prior to joining Gibson Dunn, Mr. Galil was an associate in the New York office of Jones Day.
Mr. Galil is admitted to the New York Bar. He is fluent in Hebrew.
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Fred N. David
1801 California Street, Denver, CO 80202-2642
Tel: +1 303.298.5778
FDavid@gibsondunn.com

Fred N. David is a corporate associate in the Denver office of Gibson Dunn, where he is a member of Gibson Dunn’s Global Finance and Private Equity
Practice Groups.
Mr. David focuses his practice in the area of debt financing transactions, with an emphasis on acquisition financings and highly leveraged financings.
He represents private equity sponsors and their portfolio companies, other public and private corporate borrowers and issuers, and banks and
other lending institutions across a broad range of industries, including construction, retail, telecommunications, aerospace, defense and
manufacturing, in diverse cross-border and domestic transactions, including leveraged buyouts, recapitalizations, repricings and restructurings
involving senior, subordinated, mezzanine, first lien/second lien, asset-based and bridge facilities, high-yield and investment grade offerings, ranging
in size from a few million dollars to billions of dollars. Mr. David also advises corporate clients on capital and equipment leasing facilities, receivables
securitizations and working capital facilities.
Mr. David earned his Juris Doctor in 2010 from the University of Virginia, where he served on the editorial board of the Virginia Law & Business
Review. He earned his Bachelor of Arts in Politics, Philosophy and Economics in 2007 from the University of Pennsylvania.
Mr. David is admitted to practice in New York and Colorado.
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Worldwide Capabilities with Local Execution

Gibson Dunn is a recognized leader in representing companies ranging from start-up
ventures to multinational corporations in all major industries. With more than 1,200
attorneys in 20 offices, Gibson Dunn is committed to providing top-tier legal services –
wherever your business may take you.
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Beijing
Unit 1301, Tower 1
China Central Place
No. 81 Jianguo Road
Chaoyang District
Beijing 100025, P.R.C.
+86 10 6502 8500
Brussels
Avenue Louise 480
1050 Brussels
Belgium
+32 (0)2 554 70 00
Century City
2029 Century Park East
Los Angeles, CA 90067-3026
+1 310.552.8500
Dallas
2100 McKinney Avenue
Dallas, TX 75201-6912
+1 214.698.3100
Denver
1801 California Street
Denver, CO 80202-2642
+1 303.298.5700

Gibson Dunn

Dubai
Building 5, Level 4
Dubai International Finance Centre
P.O. Box 506654
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
+971 (0)4 370 0311
Frankfurt
TaunusTurm
Taunustor 1
60310 Frankfurt
Germany
+49 69 247 411 500
Hong Kong
32/F Gloucester Tower, The Landmark
15 Queen’s Road Central
Hong Kong
+852 2214 3700
Houston
1221 McKinney Street
Houston, TX 77010
+1 346.718.6600
London
Telephone House
2-4 Temple Avenue
London EC4Y 0HB

England
+44 (0) 20 7071 4000
Los Angeles
333 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90071-3197
+1 213.229.7000
Munich
Hofgarten Palais
Marstallstrasse 11
80539 Munich
Germany
+49 89 189 33-0
New York
200 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10166-0193
+1 212.351.4000
Orange County
3161 Michelson Drive
Irvine, CA 92612-4412
+1 949.451.3800
Palo Alto
1881 Page Mill Road
Palo Alto, CA 94304-1125
+1 650.849.5300

Paris
166, rue du faubourg Saint Honoré
75008 Paris
France
+33 (0)1 56 43 13 00
San Francisco
555 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105-0921
+1 415.393.8200
São Paulo
Rua Funchal, 418, 35°andar
Sao Paulo 04551-060
Brazil
+55 (11)3521.7160
Singapore
One Raffles Quay
Level #37-01, North Tower
Singapore 048583
+65.6507.3600
Washington, D.C.
1050 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-5306
+1 202.955.8500
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